
NEGATIVE OUTCOMES OF FRENCH REVOLUTION ESSAY

Writing a french revolution essay requires the student to discuss the the revolution resulted to more positive effects
compared to the negative.

The French Revolution caused many countries to lose and gain control which altered the European map. This
culminated in the France becoming a democratic government. But only three were the most important. This
was the time when the people rose up to fight against ancient, obsolete, exploitative and repressive values, and
social order. As for the 2nd Estate, it was made up 1. Such countries include United Estates, Italy, and
Germany. Like the 1st, these nobles also enjoyed many privileges and were consirebily wealthy. All of them
enjoyed the liberty of speech at that period. Many things contributed to it evolving. The Bank of France
developed economically along with simpler tax systems. The American Revolution ties with the
Enlightenment as well. In this way, the French Revolution set as an inspiration for other revolutions too.
French Revolution has brought a significant change in all these areas. Its causes ranged from the American
Revolution, the economic crisis in France, social injustices to the immediate causes like the fall of Bastille, the
Convening of he Estate-General, and the Great Fear. Whether these pivotal moments in history may be
triggered due to a single nonconforming individual or a vast, radical multitude, each turning point has explicit
influences and outcomes which shaped America for years to follow. This war had many causes that began the
revolution. This Assembly reduced the potential of the Church. This entire French Revolution acted as a
source of motivation to revolutionaries present throughout Europe. The 1st estate was made up of 0. The
landlords were not taxed, especially those in the nobility estate but those who were in the commoner or the
third estate not spared. Price fixing of essential goods, such as grains, was the first essential step in helping
people get over the economic difficulties they were experiencing. Bread as a typical meal was not affordable
as it increased prices due to the low volumes being produced. The primary purpose of the French Revolution
was to track the powers with which the King was adorned with. The adverse effects of the revolution were
seen in the price for winning the revolution; a lot of lives were lost in the process. It brought a complete
transformation in the France administrative system and divided into different departments. By exposing the
corrupt offices and other parliament members he got away with shaming and tainting the system and reforms.
Several different legal reforms that included trial by habeas corpus, jury, civil liberties, and free press also got
established under Napoleon. This Estate was responsible for paying most of the taxes while the rest of the
upper Estate enjoyed a life full of wealth and luxury. French revolution was known for the extreme terror, and
violence that it created in the minds of people. They range from immediate economic woes to an antiquarian
class structure. Many revolution happens because of the miscommunication between the government and its
citizens. They felt a sense of betrayal as the king supported the system of block voting as opposed to
headcount. Jailed without a fair trial, King Luis had a passion for hunting than being an actual king.


